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. 2.4.1. Totrodudioo Ramaseshan, 1963). Protein crvstalloera~hen have beenauick 

Isomorphous replacement is among the earliest methods to 
be employed far crystal structure determination (Cork, 1927). 
The power of this method was amply demdnstrated in the 
classical X-ray work of J. M. Robertson on phthalocyanine 
in the 1930's using centric data (Robertson, 1936; Robertson 
& Woodward, 1937). The structure determination of strych- 
nine sulfate pentahydrate by Bijvoet and others provides an 
early example of the application of this method to acentric 
reflections (Bokhoven, Schoone & Bijvoet, 1951). The useful- 
ness of isomorphous replacement in the analysis of complex 
protein structures was demonstrated by Pemtz and colleagues 
(Green, Ingram & Perutz, 1954). This was closely followed 
by developments in the methodology for the application of 
isomorphous replacement to protein work (Harker, 1956; 
Blow & Crick, 1959) and rapidly led to the first ever stmcture 
solution of two related ~ ro t e in  rrystals, namelv. those of 
rnyglol~in .xml b.,elln,gl<,hin Kendr'u. 1)nck:rioq. Strand- 
h:rg, Hxrt, Phillip% & Shore, IYlill: t ullis, hluirh~dd. I'eruv, 
R.,rim;tnn Si Nonh, lYhl h . Sinrc thcn i,umomhc,ur ren1:tcc- 
ment has been the method of choice in macro&olecula~ crys- 
tallography and most of the subsequent developments in and 
applications of this method have been concerned with hiologi- 
cal macrombiecu~es, mainly proteins (Blundeli & Johnson, 
1976; McPherson, 1982). 

The application of anomalous-scattering effects has often 
developed in parallel with that of isomarphous replacement. 
Indeed, the two methods are complementary to a substantial 
extent and they are often treated together, as in this article. 
Although the mast important effect of anomalous scattering, 
namely, the violation af Friedel's law, was experimentally 
observed as early as 1930 (Coster, Knol & Prins, 1930), two 
decades elapsed before this effect was made use of for the 
first time by Bijvoet and his associates for the determination 
of the absolute configuration of asymmetric molecules as well 
as for phase evaluation (Bijvoet, 1949, 1954; Bijvoet, Peerde- 
man & van Bommel, 1951). Since then there has been a 
phenomenal spurt in the application of anomalous-scattering 
effects (Sriniuasan, 1972: Ramaseshan & Ahrahams, 1975; 
Vijayan, 1987). A quantitative farmtilllion for the determina- 
tion of phase angles using intensiv differences between 
Friedel equivalents was derived by Ramachandran & Raman 
(1956), whileOkaya& Pepinsky (1956) successfully developed 
a Patterson approach involving anomalous effects. The 
anomalous-scattering method of phase determination has 
since been used in the structure analysis of several struchlres, 
including those of a complex derivative of vitamin B,, (Dale, 
Hodekin &Vznkatesan. 19631 and a small   rate in (Hendrick- . , ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~  

son &Teeter, 1981). In the meactime, the effect of changes 
in the real component of the dispersion correction as a func- 
tion of the wavelength ofthe radiationused, fint demonstrated 
by Mark & Srillard (1925), also received considerable atten- 
tion. This effect, which is formally equivalent tothat ofisomor- 
Dhaus reolacement. was demonstrated to beuseful in structure 

- .  
la cxplolt 3llolrv~l~~er-~catt~.ring elfem (Kol*r#v~nn, 1Ytil; 
K.rrth:r (l Panhs~laradly. 1965; Nunh. 1965; hl3nhews. I'lhh; 
Ilcndticlun. 1 )79 and. .L. in rhc c ~ r e  uf the i,oxnurnhou, 
replacement method, the most useful applications of 
anomalous scattering during the last two decades have been 
pcrhilpi in the firid of kaoumolccular cry~tallopaphy 
(Kanhd. 1975: Wutenp;augh. Sicker Fr Jcnsen, 1975; \ijnyn, 
1981 . In addition to nnomalou, r r~ncr inr  of X-nvr .  rh3t of 
neutrons was also found to have interesting aiplicafions 
(Koetzle &Hamilton, 1975; Sikka & Rajagopal, 1975). More 
recently there has been a further revival in the develo~ment 
of anomalous-scattering methods with the advent of svkhro- 
tron radiation. parric7ul:irly in vim of the po;sibility 
or choosing any drilrcd aa\rlc~lgth from a r!nchrotron- 
ndtdtiun 9 0 ~ r i :  (H~lli~:lI .  1934.. 

It is clear from the foregoing that the isomorphans replace- 
ment and the anomalous-scattering methods have a long and 
distinguished history. It is therefore impossible to do full 
justice to them in a comparatively short presentation like the 
present one. Several procedures for the application of these 
methods have been developed at different times. Many, 
although of considerable historical importance, are not exten- 
sively used at present far a variety of reasons. N o  attempt has 
been made to discuss them in detail here; the emphasis is 
primarily on the state of the art as it exiss now. The available 
literature on isomorphous replacemenr and anomalous scat- 
tering is extensive. The reference list given at the end of the 
article is representative rather than exhaustive. 

2.4.2. komorpbous replacement method 

2.4.2.1. Isomorphous replacement and isomorpho~s addition 

Two crystals are said to he isomorphous if (a) hoth have 
the same space group and unit-cell dimensions and (b) the 
types and the positions of atoms in hoth are the same except 
for a replac&nent of one or more atoms in one structure with 
different types of atoms in the orher (isomorphous replace- 
ment) or the presence of one or more additional atoms in one 
of them (isomorphous addition). Consider two crystal struo 
lures with identical space groups and unit-cell dimensions, 
one containing N atoms and the other M atoms. ?he N atoms 
in the first structure contain subsets P and Q whereas the M 
atoms in the second stmcture contain subs& P, Q', and R 
The subset P is common to hoth struct3res in terms of atomic 
positions and atom types. The atomic positions are identical 
in subsets Q and Q', but at any given atomic position the 
atom type is different in Q and Q'. The subset R exists only 
in the second structure. If E N  and EM denote the structure 
factors of the two structures for a given reflection, 

F N = F , + F ~  (2.4.2.1) 

and 

determination (Ramaseshan, Venkatesan & Mani, 1957; F ;  =F,+F,.+F,,  (2.4.2.2) 

Isomorphous replacement and anomalous scattering. In International 
Tables for Crystallography. Vol. B. Reciprocal Space, Edited by 
U. Shmueli, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht (1993) p. 264-279. 
(with S. Ramaseshan). 
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Re 
Fig. 2.4.2.1. Veaor relationship between F, and F, (=F,). 

where the quantities on the right-hand siderepresent contribu- 
tions from difterent subsets. From (2.4.2.1) and (2.43.2) we 
have 

FM-FN=FH=Fa.-FQ+FR. (2.4.2.3) 

The above equations are illustrated in the &and diagram 
shown in Fig. 2.4.2.1. FQ and Fw would be colliuear if all the 
atoms in Q were of the same type and those in Q' of another 
single type, as in the replacement. of chlorine atoms in a 
structure by bromine atoms. 

We have a c a e  of 'isamorphous repIacement' if F,=O 
(F, = Fv-FU) and a case of 'isamorphous addition' if F, = 
Fv=  0 (F, = F,). Once F, is known, in addition to the 
magnitudes of F, and FM, which can be obiained experi- 
mentally, the two cases can be treatedin anequivalent manner 
in reciprocal space. In deference to common practice, the 
term 'isomorphous replacement' will be used to cover both 
cases. Also, in as much as F, is the vector sum of F, and 
F,, FM and F, will be used synonymously. Thus 

R, =F, =FN+F,. ' (2.4.2.4) 

2.4.2.2. Single isomorphous replacement method 

Re 
Fig. 2.4.2.2. Relationshis between ir,, a,, and q. 

The sign of FH is already known and the signs of FN, and 
F, can be readily determined from (2.4.2.6) (Robertson & 
Woodward, 1937). 

When the data are acentric, the best one can do is to use 
bath the possible phase angles simultaneously in a Fourier 
synthesis (Bokhoven et aL, 1951). This double-phased syn- 
thesis, which is equivalent to the isomorphous synthesis of 
Ramachandran & Raman $19591, contains the structure and 
its inverse when the replaceable atoms have a eentrosymmehic 
distibution (Ramachandran & Srinivasan, 1970). When the 
distribution is nancentrosvmmetdc. however the svmhesir , ~- * 
contains peaks corresponding to the structure and general 
background. Fourier syntheses computed using the single 
isomorphous replacement method of Blow & Rossmann 
(1961) and Kartha (1961) have the same prapelties. In this 
method, the phase angle is taken to be the average of the two 
possible solutions of a,, which is always a, or aw+180". 
Also, the Fourier coefficients are mulriplied by cos 9, follow- 
ing arguments based on the Blow & Crick (1959) f o m u l a f m  
of phase evaluation (see Subsection 2.4.4.4). Although Blow 
& Rossmann (1961) have ahown that this method could yield 
interpretable protein Fourier maps, it is rarely used as such 
in protein crystallagraphyasthe Famierrnaps computedusing 
it usually have unacceptable background levels (Blundell & 
Johnson, 1976). 

The number of replaceable (or 'added') atoms is usually 2.4.2.3. Mulliple isomorphous replacement method 
small and they generally have high atomic numbers. Their 
positions are often determined by a Patterson synthesis of The ambiguity in in a noncentrasymmetric crystal can 
one r i pe  or another (see Chapter 2.3). It will therefore he be resolved only if at least two crystals isamorphaus to it are 
assumed in the following discussion that F, is known. men available (Bokhoven etnl, 1951). We then havetwo equations 

it can be readily seen by referring to Fig. 2.4.2.2 that of the type (2.4.2.5), namely, 

F~--F&-F:- = N = C I H , - ~ P I  
a, = CI, -cosC1 - CIH * q; (2.4.2.5) 

ZFNFH and (2.4.2.7) 

when T is derived from its cosine function, it muld obviously aw=aw,f m,. 
be positive or negative. Hence, there antwo possible solutions 
for CIN. These two solutions are distributed symmetrically 
about F,. One of these would correspond to the correct value 
of a,. Therefore, in general, the phase angle cannot be unam- 
biguously determined using a pair of isomorphous crystals. 

The twofold ambiguity in phase angle vanishes when the 
structures are centrosymrnetric. F,, FN, and F, are all real 
in centric data and the corresponding phase angles are 0 or 
180m. From (2.4.2.4). we then have 

~ -.- . -. 
where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to isomorphous crystals 1 and 
2, respectively. This is demonstrated graphically in Fig. 2.4.2.3 
with the aid of the Harker (1956) construction A circle is 
drawn with F, as radius and the origin of the vector diagram 
as the centre. Two more circles are d r a m  with F,,, and 
FN,, as radii and the ends ofvectors -F,, and -FH2, respec- 
tively as centres. Each of these circle intersects the FN circle 
at two points corresponding to the two possible solutions. 
One of the poinrs of intersection is common and this ooint 

F&.H * F, = Fw (2.4.2.6) defines the correct value of a,. With the assumption of 



2. RECIPROCAL SPACE IN CRYSTALSTRUCTURE DETERMINATION 

Fig. 2.4.2.3. Harker o m d o n  when two heavy-atom derivatives ( 0 )  

are available. 

isomorphism and if errors are neglected, the phase circles 
camsponding to all the crystals would intersect at a common 
mint  if anumber of isomamhous nvstals were used for ohase 
determination. 

2.4.3. Aoomaloos-scattering meihod 

2.4.3.1. Dispersion orneetion 

Atomic scamring factors are normally calculated on the 
assumption that the binding energy of the electrons in an 
atom is negligible compared to the energy of the incident 
X-rays and the distribution of electrons is sphericdly sym- 
metric. The transition frequencies within the atom are then 0 
negligibly small compared to the frequency of the radiation 10 30 50 70 90 
used and the scattering power of each electron in the atom Z 
is close to that of a free election. When this assumption is 
valid, the atomic scattering factor is a real positive number (b!  

and its value decreases as the scattering angle increases ~ i ~ .  2.4.3.1. variation OF ( 0 1  J. and (6) f" a function of ammic 
because of the finite size of the atom. When the binding energy number for Cu K a  and MO Kn radiat~onr. Adapted from Fig. 3 
o f  the electrons is appreciable, the atomic scattering factor at of Srinivasan (1972). 
any given angle is given by 

&+f'+g", (2.4.3.1) around the nudeus. An atmn is usually referred to as an 

where f, is a real positive "",,,her and to the anomalous scatterer if the dispersion-correction terms in its 

atomic scattering factor for a symmetric collection scattering factor have appreciable values. The effects an the 

of free elemons in the atam, ne second and third are, Struchlre factors or intensities of Bragg reflections resulting 

respectively, referred tc as the the imaginary corn. from dispersion corrections are referred to as anomalous- 

ponents of the 'dispersion correc~ion~ ( IT w, 1974). f' is dispersion effects or anomalous-satering effects. 

"sudly negative whereas f" is positive. For any given atom, 
f. is obviously 90" ahead of the real part of the ~cattering 2-4-3-2- Vio'ation Of law 

factor given by Consider a strucmre containing N atoms o f  which P are 

f=&+J'. (2.4.3.21 nom.al atoms and the remaining Q anomalous scatteren. Let 
E, denote the'contribution of the P atoms to the sfruchlre; 

The variation of?' and f" as a function of atomic number and FQ and F; the real and imaginary components of the 
for two typical radiations is given in Fig. 2.4.3.1 (Srinivasan, contributionofthe Qatoms.Therelationbetweenthedifferent 
1972; Cromer, 1965). The dispersion effects are pronounced contributions to s reflection h cnd its Friedel equivalent -h 
when an absorption edge of the atom concerned is in the is illustrated in Fig. 2.4.3.2. Foi simplicity we assume here 
neighhourhood of the wavelength of the incident radiation. that all Q atoms are of the same type. The phase angle of F$ 
Atoms with high atomic numbers have several absorption is then exactly 90" ahead of that of FQ. The structure factorS 
edges and the dispersion-correction terms ir, their scattering of h and -hare denoted in the figure by Fa(+) and FN(-), 
factors always have appreciable values. T h e  values o f f '  and respectirely. In the absence of anomalous scattering, or when 
f" do not vary appreciably with the angle of scattering as they the imaginary component of !he dispersion correction is zero, 
are caused by core electrons confined to a very small volume the magnitudes of the two structure factors are equal and 

266 
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difference tends to the maximum possible value ( 2 F 3  when 
, a, = oQ+900. 

Intensity differences between Friedel equivalents depend 
also on  the ratio (in terms of number and scattering power) 
between anomalous and normal scatterers. Differences 
obviously do not occur when all the atoms are normal scat- 
terers. On the other hand, a structure containing only 
anomalous scatterers oithe same type also does not give rise 

---- to intensity differences. Expressions for intensity differences 
between Friedel equivalents have been derived by Zachariasen 
(1965) far the mast general case of a structure containing 
normal as weU as different types of anomalous scatteren. 
Statistical distributions of such differences under various con- 
ditions have also b ~ e n  derived (Parthasarathy 81 Srinivasan, 
1964; Parthasarathy, 1967). It turns out that, with a single 
type of anomaious scatterer in the structure, the ratio 

has a maximum mean value when the scattering powen of 
the anomalous scztterers and the normal scatterers are nearly 
the same (Srinivasan, 1972). Also, for a given ratio between 

\ 
the scattering pawen, the smaller the number of anamalom 
scatterers, the higher is the mean ratio. 

Fig. 2.4.3.2. Vector diagram illustmti~g the violation of Friedel's I 2.4.3.3. Friedel and Bijvoef pairs ,. 
when F; f 0. The discussion so far has been concerned e~entially with 

crystals belonging to space groups P1 and PI. In the cen- 
Friedel's law is obeyed: the phase angles have equal magni- trosymmetric space group, the crystal and the di&action 
tudes, but opposite signs. can be seen from Fig. 2.43.2, have the same symmetry, namely, an invenion centre. 
this is no longer me when has a non-zero value. Friedel's In how ever, the crystals are no"centrosymmebic while 
law is then violated. A ccmposite view of the vector relation- the di&action has an in the absence 
ship for h and -h can be obtained, as in Fig. 2.4.3.3, by ofanomh~ous scattering. When anomalous scatterers are pres- 
re8ecting the vectors corresponding to -h about the real axis e t  in the structure (Fbf 0), Friedel.s law breaks down and 
of the vector diagram. FP and FQ corresponding to the two the d i f i a ~ o n  no longerhas an inversion ~ h , , ~  
refleaions superpose exactly, but F$ do not. F d + )  and the diffrahon displays the same symmetry as that of 
F,(-) then have different magnitudes and phases. the nysfal in the presence of anomalous scattering. The same 

It is easily seen that Friedel's law is obeyed in centric data true with hi&er-symmelry space groups also, For example, 
even when anomalous scatteren are present. Fp and FQ are consider a crystal with space group P222, containing 
then paraIle1 to fhe real ax is  and P"ueipendicul*rto it. The anomalous scatterers. me magnitudes ofFp are the same for 
vector sum of the three components is the same forb and -h all equivalent re8ections; so are those of FQ and F"Q Their 
It be phase ofthesshucmre phase angles, however, differ from one equivalent to another, 
factor is then no longer 0 or 180'. Even,when the structure is as can be from 2.4.3.1, When F;=O, the magni- 
noncenuosmetric. the effect of anamalous scattering in tudes the vector sum of F, and wQ are the same for I,,e 
terms of intensity differen,&s between Friedel equivalents le8ections, The intensity has point- 
varies from reflection to *fleaion. The difference between group symmetty 2/m 2/m Z/m When Fz  i 0, the equivalent 

and F,(-) is zero when aPFaa aQ*180: The refleaions begrouped into two sets in ,ems of their 
intensities.. hkJ, hkl, hkl,  and El; and i;kT, ik\ h$ and hki. 
The equivalents belonging to the first group have the same 
intensity; so have the equivalents in the second group. But 
the two intensities are different Thus the symmetry of the 
pattern is 222, the same as that of the qs ta l .  

Table 2.4.3.1. Phase angles of different components of the 
smcture fnetor in space group P222 

Phase angle (1) of 

Resection 

Re 

Fig. 2.4.3.3. A composite view of thc vector relationship between 
EN(+) and F,(-1. 

KG Kki 
h e  hkl -O_P -=Q YO-my 
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In general, under conditions of anomalous scattering, Then 
equivalent reflections generated by the symmetry elements in 
the crystal have intensities different from those of eqcivalent M S B =  Fk(+) -F%(-) 

(2.4.3.5) 
reflections generated by the introduction of an additional 4F,F'Q . 
inversion centre in normal scattering. There have been sugges- In the above equations F, may be approximated to 

that a from the first p u p  and amther from [FN(+)+F,(-)1/2. Then 8 can be evaluated from (2.4.3.5) the second group &odd he referred to as a 'Bijvoet pair' for the ambiguity in its sign. ~ h ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ,  from instead of a 'Friedel pair', when the two reflections are not 24.3,2, we have 
inversely related. Most often, however, the terms are used 
synonymously. The same practice will be fallowed in this a,= ao+9O0+ 0. (2.4.3.6) 
article. 

2.4.3.4. Determinotion of absolute configuration 

The determination of the absolute w a r a t i o n  of chiral 
molecules has been among the most important applications 
of anomalous scattering. Indeed, anomalous scattering is the 
only effective method for this purpose and the method, first 
used in the early 1950's (Peerdeman, van Bornme181 Bijvoet, 
1951), has been extensively employed in struchrral crystal- 
lography (Ramaseshan, 1963; Vos, 1975). 

Many molecules, paaicnlarly biologically important ones, 
are chiral in that the molecular struchlre is not superimpasable 
on its mirror image. Chirality (handedness) arises primarily 
on account of the presence of asymmetric carbon atoms in 
the molecule. A tetravalent orbon is asymmetric when the 
four atoms (or groups) bonded to it are all different from one 
another The substiNents can then have two distinct arrange- 
ments which are mirror images of (or related by inversion to) 
each other. These optical isomers or enantiomen have the 
same chemical and physical properties except that they rotate 
the plane ofpol-ationin opposite directions when polarized 
light passes through them. It is not, however, possible to 
calculate the sign of optical rotation, given the exact spatial 
arrangement or the 'absolute configuration' of the molecule. 
Therefore, one -not distinguish between t l e  possible enan- 

The phase angle thus has two possible values symmetrically 
distributed about F;. Anomalous scatteren are usually heavy 
atoms and their positions can most often be determined by 
Patte~son methods. aa on then be d d e d  and the two 
possible values of ?N for each reflection evaluated using 
(2.4.3.61. 

In practice, the twofold,amhiguity in phase angler can oRen 
be resolved in a relatively straightforward manner. As indi- 
cated earlier, anomalous scatterm usually have relati~ely high 
atomic numbers. The 'heavy-atam' phases calculated from 
their positions therefore contain seful information. For any f . .  given reflection, that phase angle wkch a closer to the heavy- 
atom phase, from the two phases calculated using (2.4.3,6), 
may be taken as the correct phase angle. This method has 
been successfully used in several structure determinations 
inchdingthat of a derivative ofvitamin BIZ (Dale et a$., 1963). 
The same method was also employed in zprababilistk fashion 
in the structure solution of a smdl (Hendrickson & 
Teeter, 1981). A method for obtaining a unique, but approxi- 
mate, solution for phase angles from (2.4.3.6) has also been 
suggesied (Srinivasan & Chaeko, 1970). An zccurate unique 
solution for phase angles can be obtained if one collects two 
sets of intensity data using two different wavelengths which 
have different dispersion-correction terms for the anomalous 
scatteren in the structure. Two equations of the type (2.4.3.6) 

tiomorphie configurations of a given asymmetric molecule are then available far eachrefleaibn andthe solntion common 
from measurements of optical rotation. This is also true of to both is obviously the correct phase angle. Different types 
molecules with chimiities generated by overall asymmetric of Patterson and Fourier syntheses can also be employed for 
geometry instead of the presence of asymmetric carbon atoms structure solution using intensity differences between Bijvoet 
in them. equivalents (Srinivasm 1972; Okaya & Pepinsky, 1956; 

Normal X-ray scattering doesnat distinguish between enan- Pepins@, Okaya & TaJreuchi, 1957). 
tiomers. Two structures A (xj, 3, ?) and B (-x,, -y,, -3) An interesting situation occurs when the replaceable atoms 
(j= 1 . . . N )  obviously produce the same dittraction pattern, in a pair of isomorphous structures are anomalous scatterers. 
on account of Friedel's law. The situationis, however, different The phase angles can then be uniquely determined by comhin- 
when anomalous scatterers are present in the smmre. The iog isomorphaus replacement and anomalous-scattefmg 
intensity difference between reflections h and -h. or that methods. Such situations normally occur in protein crystal- 
betweenmemben of any Bijvaetpair, has the same magnitude,, lography and are discussed in Subsection 2.4.4.5. 
but opposite sign far structures A and B Ifthe atomic coordln- 
ates are known, the intensities of Eijvoit pairs can be readily 2.4.3.6. Anornolous scnirering wiflzout phme change 
calculated The absolute mnfiguratian can then be deter- 
mined, ie,onecandisd'lEuishbetweenAand The phase determination, and hence the structure solution. 

the calmlaled with the observed for a few outlined above relies on the imaginary component of the 

Bijvoet pairs with pronauncedanomalous effects. dispersion correction. Variation in the real component can 
also be used in strucmre analysis. In early a~~l icat ions  of 

2.4.3.5. Determination ofphose angles anomalous scattering, the real~campanent bf ;he dispersion 
correction was made use of to distinguish between atoms of 

An imponant application of anomalous scattering is in the nearly the same atomic numbers (Mark & Szillard, 1925; 
detennination of phase angles using Eijvaet differences Bradley & Rodgers, 1934). For example, copper and 
(Ramachandran & Rman, 1956; Peerdeman Bijvoet, 1956). manganese, with atomic numbers 29 and 25, respectively, are 
From Figs. 2.4.3.2 ar.d 2.4.3.3, we have not easily distinguishable under normal Xray scattering. 

However, the real components of the dispersion correcrion 
F~(+)=F:+F~+~FwF'Qcos  0 (2.4.3.3) for the two elements me -1.129 and -3.367, respectively, 

when Fc Kcr radiation is used (IT IV, 1974). Iknierefore, the 
and difference between the scattering facton of the two elements 

is accentuated when this radiation is used. The difference is 
Fb(-) = F:+ F't-ZFhF; cos 0. (2.4.3.4) more pronounced at high angles as the normal scattering 
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factorfallsoff comparatively rapidly withincreasingscattering to be taken into account to arrive at the correct scale and 
angle whereas the dispersion-correction term does not  temperature factors also (Wilson, 1975; Gilli & Cruickshank, 

The stmnure determination of KMnO, provides a typical 1973). 
example for the use of anomalous scattering without phase 
change in the determination of a centrosymminic strncture 
(Ramaseshan,Venkatesan&Mmi, 1957; Ramaseshan &Ven. 2.4.4' 'somo~hom and seatte~nS' in 
katesan. 1957). f' and f" for manganese for Cu Ku radi;rtinn protein crystallography 

. . .  " ~ ~ 

are -0.568 and 2.808, respectively. The corresponding values 
far Fe Ku radiation are -3.367 and 0.481, respectively (IT IV, 
1974). The data sets collected using the two radiations can 
now be treated as those arising from two perfedy isomar- 
phous crystals. ?be intensity differences between a reflection 
in one set and the corresponding reflection in the ather are 
obviously caused by the differences in the dispersion-carrec- 
tim terms. They can, however, be considered formally as 
intensity differences involving data from two perfectly isomor- 
phous crystals. They can be used, as indeed they were, to 
determine the position of the manganese ion through an 
appropriate Panenan synthesis (see Subsection 2.4.4.2) and 
then to evaluate the sigar of structure facton using (2.4.2.6) 
when the'structure is centrosymmetric. When the strncture is 
noncentrosymmetric, a twofold ambiguiv exists in the phase 
angles in a manmr analogous to that in the isomarphous 
replacement method. This ambiguiv can be removed if 
the structure contains two different subsets of atoms Ql  and 
4 2  which, respectively, scater radiations A,, and Ay2 
anomalously. Data sets can then be collected wlth A, which 
is scattered normally b r  all atoms. Am and An,. The three 
sets can be formal& treated as thos;-from &e perfectly 
isomorphour structures and the phase determination effected 
using (2.4.2.7) (Ramaseshan, 1963). 

2.4.3.7. Treazmort of anornllous scatieling in sinreture 
refinement 

The effect of anoma!ous scattering needs to be taken into 
account in the refinement of structures containing anomalous 
scattererr, if accurate atomic parameters are required. The 
effect of the real part of the dispersion correction is largely 
confined to the thermal parameters of anomalous scatterers. 
T h i s  effect can be eliminated by simply adding f' to thenoimal 
scattering facror of the anomalous scatteren. 

The effects of the inaginary component of the dispersion 
correction are, however, more complex. These efftfecis could 
lead to serious errors in positional parameten when the space 
group is polar, if data in the entire di&action sphere are not 
used (Ueki, Zalkin & Templeton, 1966; Cruickshank & 
McDonald, 1967). For example, accessible data in a hemi- 
sphere are normally used for X-ray analysis when the space 
group is PI. If the hemisphere has say: h positive, the x 
coordinates of all the atoms would he in mar when the 
swctxre contains anomalous scatterers. The situationin other 
polar space gmups has been discussed by Cruickshank & 
McDonald (1967). In general, in the presence of anomalous 
scattering, it is desirable to collect data for the complete 

2.4.4.1. Protein heavy-aicm derivatives 

Perhaps the most spectacular applications ofisomorphous 
replacement and anomalous-scattering methods have been in 
the structure solution of large biological macromolecules, 
primarily proteins. Since its first succ$ssful application on 
myaglabin and haemoglobin, the isamorphous replacement 
method, which is often used in conjunction with the 
anomalous-scattering method, has been employed in the sol- 
ution of scores of proteins. The zpplieation of this method 
involves the preparatinn of protein heavy-atom derivatives, 
ie the attachment of heaw atoms like merolry, uranium, and 
lead or chemical groups containing them, to protein crystals 
in a coherent manner without changing the conformation of 
the molecules and their nystal packing. T h i s  is only rarely 
possible in ordinary crystals as the molecules in them are 
closely packed. Protein cry-ids, however, contain large sol- 
vent regions and isomorphous derivatives can be prepared by 
replacing the disordered solvent malecules by heavyatam- 
containing groups without disturbing the original arrangement 
of protein molecules. 

2.4.4.2. Deferminotion of heavy-atom parameters 

I or any  gncn relccrion. tllc ,tmcrure iaaor o i  the native 
prc kin ~c,l.d b, , thdc of A h c ~ v y - . t t o ~ ~ ~  dcriva!ivc b,,,,, 
dncl ihr c~*nlnhurion o i  l t w  ni.:+>\ 31011.> 1n ihlt di"\.i<ti\c. 
(F,) are related by the equation 

F,=F,+F,. (2.4.4.1) 

.The Miue of F, depends not only on the positional and 
thermal parameters of the heavy atoms, but also on their 
occupancy facton, because, at a given position, the heavy 
atom may not often be present in all the unit cells. For 
example, if the heavy atom is present at a given position in 

-only half the unit cells in the crystal, then the occupancy 
factor of the site is said to be 0.5. 

For the ,ucrcssfbl detcr~ination of the hem'-alum par- 
alnetcr,, as 31s" for thc iuhjequent phale dcrcrmination. the 
dau ,rts from the n3liw ~ o d  the Jeii\azivr c r v ~ l ~ l r  rhuuld 
have the same relative scale. The different data sets should 
also have the same overall temperature factor. Different scal- 
ing procedures have been suggested (BlundeU Br Johnson, 
1976) and, among them, the following procedure, based an 
U3son's (1942) statistic;, appears to be the most feasible in 
the early stages of structure analys~s. 

Assuming that the data from the native and the derivativa 
crystals obey Wdson's statistics, we have, far any range of 
sin2 eln2,  

sphere, if accurate structural p a m e t e n  are required 
(Srinivasan, 1972). h(&}=ln~,+ZB,- sin2 0 

A2 
(24.4.2) 

Methods have been derived to correct for dispersion effects 
in observed data from centrosymme~c and noncentrosym- ,d 
metric crvstals (Patterson. 1963). The methods are ernniric.1 . , ~ ~ ~ -~~~ r----- 

and depend upon the refined parameters at the stage at which 
corrections are applied. This is obviously an unsatisfactory In (2.4.4.3) 
sitzation and it has been suggested that the measured structure 
factors of Bijvoer equivalents should instead be treated as where fw and f, refer to the atomic scattering factors af 
independent observations in structure refinement (i%ers & protein atoms and heavy atoms, respectively. K, and K,, 
Hamilton, 1964). The effect of dispersion corrections needs are the scale factors to be applied to the intensities from the 
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nativr. .,nd thc dr.ri\.ltive cc,tal,. rc.prcti.eI~. and I < .  a:\d 
H,,, ch~lrmp~r3turu flr lon o i l l l ~  rc.pC~li! ?*Irll2lllli f.~~lOr, 
Uorm:rll? unr. \\,olrld be ahl: lt> clcrive , la  ah*.,13tr ic3le i~culr 
and ihc.~cn.nr . r~~ureiairor ior  l,.,th tn :~l l r .~  i c t r  irl,m ( 2  44.21 ~.~~ r ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~  ~ ~~~~~ 

and (2.4.4.3) usine the well known U5lson ol&. The data from . " 
protein crystals, however, do not follow Wilson's statistics as 
protein molecules contain highly non-random features. There- 
fore, in practice, it is difficult to fit a straight line through the 
points in a Wflson plot, thus rendering the parameten derived 
from it unreliable. (2.4.4.2) and (2.4.4.3) can, however, be 
used in a different way. From the two equations we obtain 

The effects of stmctural non-randomness in the crystals 
obviously cancel out i n  (2.4.4.4). When the left-hand side of 
(2.4.4.4) is plotted against (sin2 B)/A', ltis called a comparison 
or difference Wilson plot. Such plots yield the ratio between 
the scales of the derivative and the native data, and the 
additional temperature factor of the derivative data. Initially, 
the number and the occupancy factors of heavy-atom sites 
are unkncnvn, .md are ~~)ughly  estirtlatrrl from intcn-ity 
dilfcnncr.\ tc, e\.iluate\ I ; ,  . lhcce errimatc, u>u:%llg underdo 
canvdr.rahlr. revisinn in ihu :aursr ol'ihr. ~iuteminarinn and 
the refinement of heavy-atom parameters. 

At first, heavy-atom positions are most often determined 
by Pattenan syntheses of one type or another. Such syntheses 
are discussed in some detail elsewhere in Chapter 2.3. They 

any $i \en  v:Iic~tion . ~ n d  i t <  1 riedcl ;q,n\..icut iw,m :t h:.iv>- 
at.m J ~ r t v 3 t n ~ .  h n e  u~l:qt~.d oi~:!~liuJes. 1: checc iIrucr8irr 
t .t .t . ,r* .1rc .I~II.IIL.LI F.. I - ;.nd +... - rud the real ~ ~ ~~~ ,~ ,...,, ~ ~~~ 

comnonent of the heaw-atom contributions lincludine the 
real component of the dispersion correction) by F,, then it 
can be shown (Kmha & Parthasarathy, 1965) that 

( ~ ) 2 ~ ( ~ N H ( + ) - ~ N H ( - ) ~ z  

= F: sin' ((a,, - a,), (2.4.4.6) 

where k= (f, +fk)l  f,. Here it has been assumed that all 
the anomalous scatterers are of the same type with atomic 
scattering factor f, and dispersion correction terms f, and 
f Z.  A Patterson synthesis with the left-hand side of (2.4.4.6) 
as coeffic~ents would also yield the vector disuibuttan carre- 
sponding to the heavy-atom positions (Rassmam, 1961; 
Kaaha & Pmhasmthy, 1965). However, F,(+)-Fm(-) 
is a small difference between two large quantities and is liable 
to be in considerable error. Patterson syntheses of this type 
arc th~.rr.fure mrcly ubcd lo dewmine hen\!-atom poritionl. 

11 ir inlrrevling lo no:e ( K ~ f l h a  & P3flhll~ilrdtll)., 1965, that 
add~lion a[ (2.4.1.5) and (2.4.4.6, re~dlly l r d r  lo 

are therefore discussed here only briefly. 
Equation (2.4.2.6) holds when the data are centric. FH is 

usually small compared to F, and F,,, and the minus sign 
is then relevant on the left-hand side of (2.4.2.6). Thus the 
difference between the magnitudes of FN, and EN, which can 
be obtained experimentally, n o d y  gives a correct estimate 
of the magnitude of FH for most reflections. Then a Patterson 
synthesis with (F,, - F,)' as coefficients corresponds to the 
distribution of vectors between heavy atoms, when the data 
are centric. But proteins are made up of L-amino acids and 
hence cannot mystallire in centrosymmetric space groups. 
However, many  rotei ins crystallize in space group5 with cen- 
trosymmetrie projections. The centric data correspa?ding to 
these projections can then beusedfor determining heary-atom 
positions through a Pattenon synthesis of the type outlined 
above. 

The sirnation is more complex for three-dimensional acen- 
tric data. It has been shown (Rossrnm, 1961) that 

(F,, F , !"  F& cas' (c, - u, ) (2.4.4.5) 

Thus, the magnitude of the heavyatom contribution can be 
estimated if intensities of Friedel equivalents have been 
measured from the derivative crystal. FNH is then not readily 
available, but to a good approximation 

FM = I F N ~ ( + ) + F N H ( - ) I ~ ~ .  (2.4.4.8) 

A different and more accurate expression for esfimating F: 
from isomarphous and anomalous differences was derived by 
Matthews (1966). According to a still more accurate 
expression derived by Singh & Ramaseshan (1966), 

Ft, = F2,+FZN-2F,,Fx cos ( C I ~ - C Z ~ ~ )  

= FL, + F$ * 2FNNFN 

x (I  -{k[FNn(+) - Fm(-)]/2FN}2)"2. (2.4.4.9) 

The lower estimate in (2.4.4.9) is relevant when (ox - r r N m ( <  
90' and the upper estimate is relevant when lo, - uwxl > 90'. 
The lower and the upper estimates may be referred to as FHu 
and F,,, respectively. It can be readily shown (Dodson & 
Vijayan, 1971) that the lower estimate would represent the 
correct mlue of F, for a vast majority of reflections. Thns, 
a Patterson synthesis with F& as coefficients would yield 
the vector distribution of heavy atoms in the derivative. Such 
a synthesis would normally be supcriar to those with the 
left-hand sides of (2.4.4.5) and (2.4.4.6) as coefficienfs. 
Hnwever when the level af heaw-atom suhstitmtion is low. --. . ~~~~~ 

when FH is small compared to F,, and FN. Patterson syn- the anomalous differences are also low and susceptible to 
thesis with (Fx,-F,)2 as coefficients would, therefore, give large percentage erran. In such a situation, a synthesis with 
an approximation to the heavy-atom vector distribution. An (F,* F , ) '  as coefficients is likely to yield better results than 
isomorphous difference Patterson synthesis of this type has that with F:,, as coefficients (Vijayan, 1981). 
been used extensively in protein crystallography to determine Direct methods employing different methodologies have 
heavy-atom positions. The properties of this synthesis have also been used successfully for the determination of heavy- 
been extensively studied (Ramachandran & Srinivasan, 1970: atom positions (Navia & Sigler, 1974). These methods, 
Rossmann, 1960; Phillips, 1966; Dodson & Vijayan, 1971) developed primarily for the analysis of smaller structures, 
and it has been shown that this Patterson s y n t h c ~ i ~  would have not yet been successful in a priori analjisis of protein 
provide a good approximation to the heavy-atomvector distri- structures. Thevery size of protein structures makes the proba- 
bution even when F, is large compared to F, (Dadson & bility relations used in there methods weak. In addition, data 
Vijayan, 1971). from protein crystals do not normally extend to high enough 

As indicated earlier (see Subsection 2.4.3.1), heavy atoms angles to permit resolution of individual atoms in the structvre 
are always anomalous scatterers, and the stmcture factors of and the feasibility of using many of the currently popular 
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2.4.. ISOMORPHOUS REPLACEMENT AND ANOMALOUS SCATTEIUNG 

direct-method procedures in such a situation has been a topic subsequently used to calculate a new set of protein phase 
of much discussion. The heavy atoms in protein derivative angles. Alternate cycles of parameter refinement and phase- 
crystals, however, are small in number and arc normally angle calculation are carried out until convergence is reached. 
situated far apart from one another. They are thus expected The progress of refinement may be monitored by computing 
to be resolved even when low-resolution X-ray data are used. an R factor defined as (Kraut, Sieker, High & Freer, 1962) 
In most applications, the magnitudes of the Merences 
between FNH and FN zare formally considered as the 'observed Rx = x  IF^^ -IFN+FH/I (2_4.4.13) 
structure factors* of the heavv-atom distribution and conven- FNH 
tional direct-method procedures are then applied to them. 

Once the heavy-atom parameters in one or more derivatives 
have been determined, approximate protein phase angles, 
u,'s, can be derived using methods described later. These 
phase angles can then be readily used to determine the heavy 
atom parameters in a nen. derivative employing a difference 
Fourier synthesis with coefficients 

( F ~ ~ - F ~ ) e x p ( i a , ) .  (2.4.4.10) 

S!ILII ,!nlhcri, ?re el,o u,v.i io anrirm ,nd to impnnc upon 
It.;  iul.,im 5 l i . m  .>n h.~\!-,r ,m par;jmcierr ohidincd ihruug!~ 
PA??::>OII~ r . l i ~ e c ~ n ~ c ~ h o d ~ . l ~ : ~  .ir:t,bvi~.?u~l~ ~ V L ?  l>,.ncriul 
\\IICII il.n~ric c l ~ r . ~  i ~ y i c ~ ~ o n d ~ # l ~  to . ~ n t i , , ~ \ n $ n l ~ i r i r  nr ~ c . .  . ~~ ~ , ~ x - ~ < ~ ~  

tions are used. The svnthesis vieids ratisfactow results even a , - ~  ~ ~- 

when the data are acentric althaueh the difference Fourier 
technique becomes progressively less powerful as the level of 
heavy-atom substitution increases (Dodson & Vijayan, 1971). 

While the positional parameters of heavy atoms can be 
determined with a reasonable degree of confidenk using the 
above-mentioned methods, the corresponding temperature 
and occupancy factors cannot. Rough estimates of the latter 
are usually made from the strength and the size of appropriate 
peaks in difference syntheses. The estimated values are then 
refined, along with the positional parameters, using the 
techniques outlined below. 

2.4.4.3. Rejnernent of henoy-atom parameters 

The leaat-squares method with different types of minirniz- 
arion functions is used for niiningthe heavy-atom parameters, 
including the occupancy factors. The mast widely used 
method (Dickerson, Kendrew & Sirandberg, 1961; Muirhead, 
Cox, Mazzarelia & Pemb, 1967; Dickerson, Weinrial & 
Palmer, 1968) involves the minimizationof the function 

9 =Z w ( F ~ ~ - I F ~ + F ~ ' I ) ' ,  (2.4.4.11) 

where the summation is over ?I1 the retlectians and w is the 
weight factor associated withkach reflection. Here Fm is the 
ohsewed magnihlde of the structure factor for the particular 
derivative and F, +F, is the calculated structure factor. The 
latter obviously depends upon the protein phase angle n,, 
and the magnitude and the phase angle:of F, which are in 
turn dependent on the heavy-atom parameters. Let us assume 
that we have three derivatives A, B, and F, and that we have 
already determined the heavy-atom parameters HA,, HB,, and 
HC,. Then, 

FHA=FHA(HA,) ~ 
FHS=FHZ(HB~) '; (2.4.4.12) 

Fz=Fnc(HC.). 

A set of approximate protein phase angles is first calculated, 
employing methods described later, making use of the 
unrefined heavy-atom parameters. These phase angles are 
used to construct F,+F, for each derivative. (2.4.4.11) is 
then minimized, separately for each derivitiw, by varying 
HA, for derivative 4 HB, for derivative B, and HC, for 
derivative C. The refined values of HA,, HB,, and HC, are 

The above method has heen snccerr<ullv used for the ~~~~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~~ , ~~~~ ~ -~ 

rc1inern:nI > f  I>:a\~.alc>rt! par;~rncter\ ~ r a  iht X-rab ~n,tl!si< or 
rn to! pruleiri.. lluwr~:r, 81 h.,r 031: rn.tjor dmub4.k i r t  thdl 
~ h c  l e inc~ l  pcr-lllr.t;ri il l  on. .l;risd!nr. drz dcp~adenl un 
rho... in ,ilnr.r diri\lrtv:, through ihc ;J;ula~iun of protein 
yll,.; dnylcr. I lhcrr.iurr. # I  i, i#nl,t>n*nt lo en.urc lhat the 
<l.rinti\<. the l io$.-.t~onl p,rJmr:'i, of which are ihcnng 
rrlined, l r  oiuirre.1 f ro?  rhc p h . r  .':,;I? ralctlldiion I Ilh,w & 
\ I n t t h c ~ i ,  ' .?'j\ .  L\c;. . !.en thi, 13 Jan<: ,cnnu, problems 
might arise when dilierent derivatives are related by common 
sites. In practice, the occupancy factors of the common sites 
tend to be overestimated compared to those of the others 
(Vijayan, 1981; Dodson & Vijayan, 1971). Yet another factor 
which affects the occupancy fzctors is the accuracy of the 
phase angles. The inolusioh of poorly phased reflections tends 
to result in the underestimation of occupancy factors. It is 
therefore advisable to omit from refinement cycles reflections 
with figures of merit less than a minimum threshold value or 
to assign a weight proportional to the figure of merit (as 
defined later) to each term inthe minimization function (Dod- 
son & Vijayan, 1971; Blow & Matthews, 1973). 
If anomalous-scattering data from derivative erjstais are 

available, the values of F, can beestimated using (2.4.4.7) 
or (2.4.4.9) and these can be used as the'obsewed'magnitudes 
of the heavy-atom contributions for the refinement of heavy- 
atom parameters, as has been done by many workers (Waten- 
paugh et aL, 1975; Vijayan, 1981; Kutha, 1965). If (2.4.4.9) 
is used far eitimating F,, the minimization function has the 
form 

q =Z W(F,LE-F,)~. (2.4.4.14) 

The progress of refinement may be monitored using a 
reliability index defined as 

The major advantage of using FHLB'iin refinement is that 
the heavy-atom parameten in each derivative can now be 
r e b e d  independently of all othm derivatives. Care should, 
however, be taken to  omit from calculations all reflections for 
which FHUE is likely to be the correct estimate of F,. This 
can be achieved in practice by excluding from least-squares 
calculations all reflections for which F,, has a value less 
than the maximum expectedvalue of F, for the given deriva- 
tive (Vijayan, 1981; Dadson & Vijayan, 1971). 

A major problem associated with this refinement method 
is concerned with the effect of experimental erron on refined 
Parameters. The values of FNs(+) -FNH(-) are aften wm- 
parable to the experimental errors associated with Fm(+) 
and FNn(-). In such a situation, even random errors in 
F N ~ + )  and Fm(-1 tend to increase systematically the 
observed difference between them (Dadson &Viiavan. 19711. , .  . . 
111 1 2  4 3 . 7 1  and (?.l.?~l . 1111. clitfercncc is illulziplicd hy k or 
1. ? d qlr.i l l i lI? ms,.ll pre..lrr than onit?, :end lhen .,ulred. 
Thir .auld 1r'~cl lu thr. s j r t r r n ~ r l k  <~~crr . r r i#n~t ion  I;,,, 
and the consequent overe~timation of occupancy factors?fhe 
situation can be improved by employing empirical valuer of 
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!i, evaluated using the relation ( M a  & Parthasarathy, 1965; 
Matlhtws, 1966) 

k= ZXIFNH-FNI (2.4.4.16) 
X IFNH(+)-FNs(-)I' 

far estimating F,,, or by judiciously choosing the weighting 
factors in (2.4.4.14) (Dadsan & Vijayan, 1971). The use of a 
modi6edfom of F,,, arrived at through sfatisfical consider- 
ations, along withappropriate weightingfactors, has also been 
advocated (Dodson, Evans & French, 1975). 

When the data are centric, (2.4.4.9) reduces to 

F, = F,, + F,. (2.4.4.17) 

Here, again, the lower estimate most often corresponds to the 
correct value of F,. (2.4.4.17) does not involve FNx(+)- 
Fm(-) which, as indicated earlier, is prone to substantial 
error. Therefore, F,'s estimated using centric data are more 
reliable than those estimated usine acentric data. Con- - 
sequently, centric reflections, when available, are extensively i Flg. 2.4.4.1. Distribuqon of intersections in the Harkec constrvdion 
used forthe refinement of heavy-atom parameters. It may also under non-ideal conditions. 
be noted that in conditions under which F,,, corresponds 
to thecorrect estimate of FH, minimization functions (2.4.4.11) 
and (2.4.4.14) are identical for centric data. I 

A Patterson function correlation method with a minimb 
ation function of the type 

E 
9 =Z WKFNH - F ~ ) ~ - F ~ H I ~  (2.4.4.18), - 

was among the earliest procedures suggested for heavy-atom 

! I 
parameter would obviously refinement work well (Rossmann, when centric 1960). reflections This procedure are used. ;. pi ici) 

A modified version of this procedure, in which the origins of 
the Pattenon functions are removed from the correlation, and i 
centric and acentric data are treated separately, has been --- 
proposed recently (Temrilliger & Eisenberg, 1983). 

2.4.4.4. Treatment of errors inphase evaluntionl Blow and Crick 
formulation 0( 

As shownin Subection2.4.2.3, ideally protein phase angles C( Re 
can be evaluated if two isomarphous heay-atom derivatives i)i 
are available. However, in pranice, conditions are far from Fig. 2.4.4.2, diagram indiating the caicu~ated rtrvchlre 
ideal an account of several factors such a imperfect factor, D, , . (~) ,  of the ith heaYatom derivative for an zbi- 
isomorphism, errors in the estimation of heavy-atom param- ,I, , for the phase of the s trume fador of the native 
eters, and the experimental errors in the measurement of 
intensity from the native and the derivative crystals. It is 
therefore desirable to use as many deriy2tiues as are available 
far phase determination. When isomorphism is imperfect and I f  a corresponds to the true protein ~ h a s e  angle a,, then Dm 
errors exist in data and hezvy-atom parameters, none of the coincides with F,,. The amount by which D,(N) differs 
circles in a Harker diagram would interned at a single point; from Fm, namely, 
instead, there would be a distribution of intersections, such Cm(a)=Frn-D~da), (2.4.4.20) as that illushated in Fig. 2.4.4.1. Consequently, a unique 
solution far the phase ang'e cannot be deduced. is a measure of the departure of a from a,, 5 is called the 

The procedure for computing protein phase lack of dosure. The probability for a being the correct protein 
angles using multiple isomorphous replacement (MIR) was phase angle could now be defined as 
derived by Blow & Crick (1959). 1n their treatmenf Blow and P.(a)= N, exp [-&z(a)/2E:l, (2.4.4.21) 
Crick assume, for mathematical convenience, that aU errors, 
including those arising from imperfect isomorphism, cauld where N, is the normalization constant and E, is the estimated 
be considered as residing in the magnitudes af the derivative rm.s. error. The methods for estimating E: will be outlined 
structure facton only. They further assume that these errors later. m e n  several derivatives are used for phase determina- 
cauld he described by a Gaussian distribution. With ihese tion, the total of the phase angle a being the 
simplifying assumptions, the statistical procedure for phase protein phase angle would be 
determination could be derived in the folla*ng manner. 

Consider the vector diagram, shown in Fig. 2.4.4.2, for a P(,) = j = N enp {-; [&(a)lZE;]}, (2.4.4.22) 
reflection from the ith derivative for an arbitrary value a for 
the protein phase angle. Then, where the summation is o v e ~  all the derivatives. A typical 

on,(,) = [FL+FI,+2FNFm cos (aHi- a)]"'. (2.4.4.19) distribution of P (a )  plotted around a circle of unit radius is 
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formulations are the isomorphous r.m.s. error E, and the 2.4.4.7. Suggested rnodficatiam to Blow and Crick formulation 
anomalous r.m.s. error El. Far a given derivative, the sharp- and the inclusion of phase information from other sources 
ness of the peakin the phase probability distribution obviously 
depends upon the value of E and that of E ' w ~ ~ , ,  anomalous. to the Blow and Crick procedure of phase 
scattering data have also been used. when several derivatives evaluation have been suggested by several workers, although 

arc used, an overall ,,f r.m.s. erron leads to none represent a fundamental departure from the essential 
artificially $harper the movement u,.towards aM, features of their farmulatian. In one of the modifications 
and deceptively high figures of merit. opposite effects (Cullis, Mnirhead. P e ~ p ,  Rosrmann & North, 1961% 
when E's are overe5timated. Underestimation or overestima. Ashida, 19761, dl Ez's are assumed to be the same, but the 

tion of the r.m.s. emor in the data from a derivative lack-of-Closure error <H, for the ith derivative is measured as 
leads to distortions in the ,,f that deriva. the distance from the mean of all intersections between ~ h a s e  

tive  to the overall phase probability distributions, lt is circles to the point of intersection of the circle of that 
therefore. impo-t that the rm.s. errar in each derivative is , derivative with the phase circle of the native protein. ~ l t ~ m a -  
correctly estimated. tively, individual values of E, are retained, but the lack of 

Centric reffections, when present, ohvious~y the is measured from the weighted mean of ail inter- 

best means for evaluafing E using the expression sections (Ashida, 1976). This is obviously designed to m d o  
the effects of the unduly high weight given to FN in the Blow 

E F N ~ F N - F ~ 2 1  , (2.4.4.25) and Crick formulation. In another modification (Raiz & 
Andreeva, 1970; ~ihstein, 1977), suggested for the same pur- 

As suggested by Blow & Crick (1959), values of E thus pose, the FN and rn circles are treated as circular bands, 7 estimated can be used for acentric reflections as well. Once the width af each,band being related to the error in the 
a set of approximate protein phase angles is available E, can appropriate stmagre factor./ A comprehensive set of 
be calculated as the r.m.s. lack of closure corresponding to modifications suggested by Green (1979) treats different types 
a. [ie. a = a, in (2.4.4.20)l (Kartha, 1976). El can be of errors separatelp. In particular, errors arising from imper- 
similarly evaluated as the r.m.s. difference between the fect isomorphism are treated in a comprehensive manner, 
observed anomalous difference and the anomalous difference - Although the isamorphous replacement method still 
calculated for a, [see (2.4.4.24)]. ~ ~ r m a l l y ,  fhe value of E: remains the method of choice'for the ob initio determination 
is about a third of that of E, (North, 1965). of protein structures, additional items of phase infamation 

A different method, outlined below, can also be used to from other sources are increasingly being u e d  La replace, 
evaluate E and E' when anomdous scattering is present ,, supplement, or extend the information obtained through the 
(Vijayan, 1981; Adams, 1968). ~ r o m  Fig. 2.4.2.2. we have ' application of the isomorphous reolaceioeilt. Mefhods have 

been developed forthe routine refinement ofpratein stmctures 
cos J .= (FL,+F~H-F%)/~F~~F~ (2.4.4.26) (Watenpaugh, Sieker, Heniot & Jensen, 1973; Eubei n nL, 

1974; Sussmann, Halbrook Ch;lrch & Kim, 1977; Jack & 
and Levit< 1978; Isaacs & Ag-al, 1978; Hendrickson & Konnert, 

where $ = a, - a* Using arguments similar to those used 
in deriving (2.4.3.5), we obtain 

sin $ = [F%d+) - F ~ ( - ) ] / ~ F ~ ~ F U H _  (2.4.4.28) 

If FNH is considered to be equal to [FNH(+)+FNH(-)]/2, 
we obtain from (2.4.4.28) 

F,,(+) -FNH(-) =2FL sin $. (2.4.4.29) 

We obtain what may be called Gj, if the magnihlde of $ is 
determined from (2.4.4.26) and the quadrant from (2.4.4.28). 
Similarly, we obtain k. if the magnitude of $ is determined 
from (2.4.4.28) and the quadrant from (2.4.4.26). Ideally, h,, 
and J.-. should have the same ralve and the difference 
between them is a measure of the errors in the data FN 
obtained from (2.4.4.27) using $*.,may be considered as its 
calculated value (Fwd). Then, assuming all errors to lie in 
F,, we may write 

1980) and they provide a rich source of phase infomation. 
However, the nature of the problem and the inherent limita- 
tions of the Foueer techilique are such that the possibility of 
refinement yielding misleading results exists (\?jayan, 1980u, 
b). It is therefore somerimes desirable to ccmbine the phases 
obtained during refinement with the anginal isomorphous 
replacement phases. The other sources of phase information 
include molecular replacement (see Chapter 2.3), direct 
methods (Hendricksbn & Karle, 1973: Sayre, 1974; de Rango, 
Mauguen & Tsoucaris, 1975) and different types of electron- 
density modifications (Hoppe & Gassmann, 1968: Collins, 
1975; Schevitz, Podjamy, Zwick, Hughes & Sigler, 1981; Bhat 
& Blow, 1982; k a r d  & Stroud, 1982; Cannillo, Oberti & 
Ungaretti, 1983; Raghavan & Tulinsky, 1979; Wang, 1985). 

The problem, of combining isomorphous replacement 
phases with those obtained by other methods was fint 
addressed by Rossmann & Blow (1961). The problem was 
subsequently examined by Hendrickson 81 Lattman (1970) 
and their method, which involves a modification o f  the Blow 
and Crick formulation. is ~erhaos the most widelv used for . . 

E ~ = ~ ( F ~ - F ~ ~ ~ ) ~ / ~ .  (2.4.4.30) combining phase information from different sources. 
The Blow and Crick ~rocedure is based on an assumed ~ - 

Similarly, the calculated anomalous difference (A&) kay Gaussian 'lumped' error in FNH, which leads to a lack of 

he evaluated f:om (2.4.4.29) using $$,,. Then closure, in FNwr de6ned by (2.4.420). He~~drickson 
and Lattman make an equally lceitimate assumotion that the - - -  

E"=x [IFN,(+)- Fm(-)I -AHdI2 /~  (2.4.4.31) lumped error, sgain assumed to he Gaussian, is associated 
with Fzm. Then, as in (2.4.4.20), we have 

If all errors are assumed to reside in FH, E can be evaluated 
in yet another way using the expression ~R,(.)=F%~~-D',~(~),  (2.4.4.33) 

E 2 = X  (FH- -FH)i/n. (2.4.4.32) where CHi!n) is the iack of closure associated with FZ,. for 
an assumed protein phase angle a. Then the probability for 
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2.4. ISOMORPHOUS REPLACEMENT AND ANOMALOUS SCATTERING 

a being the correct phase angle can be expressed as ideally suited in structural work employing neutrons and 
synchrotron radiation. In principle, y-radiation can also be 

p ~ ( e ) = N i  exp [-5L?(a)/2E:21, (2.4.4.34) Used far phase determination (Raghavan, ig61; Moon, 1961) 
where E: is the rm.s. error in F;.,<, which can be evaluated as the anomalous-scattering effects in y-ray scattering could 
using methods similar to those employed for evaluating E,. be vew Large; the wavelength is also easily tunable. However, 
Hendrickson and Lartman have shown that the in the intensity obtainable for y-rays is several orden lower than 
the probability expression (2.4.4.34) can be readily expressed that obtainable from X-ray and ne~tron sources, and hence 
as a linear combination of five terms in the fallowing manner. y-ray anomalous scattering is of hardly any practical value 

in sbucmral analysis. 
-ffi(e)/ZE;'= K.+A, cos a +  B. sin a +  C, cos 2- 

+ D, sin 2u, (2.4.4.35) 2.4.5.1. Neutron anomalous scattering 

where K,, A{, B!, cC, and D, are constans dependent on Apart from the limitations introduced by experimentalfac- 
F,, F,,, FNHi, and E:. Thus, five constants are enough to torn, such as the need for large crystais and the comparatively 
store the complete probability distribution of any reflection. low of neutron beams, there are two fundamental reasons 
Expressions for the five constants havebeen derived for phase why neutrons are less suitable than X-rays for the nb initio 
information from anomalous tangent formula, par. determination of crystal structures. Fiist, the neutron scatter- 
fia structure, molecular replacertent, me rng lengths of differeni nuclei have ccmpamhle magnitudes 
of the phase information fromal! sources canthenbe achieved whereathe atomic form factors for X-raysvary by two orders 
by simply taking fie total .,aue of each nus, the of magnitude. Therefore, Patterson techniqubs and the related 
total probability ofthe protein phase angle being is given by heavy-atom method are much less suitable for use with 

neuuon &&action data than with X-ray data Secondly, 
p(a) =n ps(e)= ,,rexp A, cos a +I B, sin neutron scattering lengths could be positive or negative and 

hence, in general, the positivity . criterion (Kale & 
Hauptmann, 1950) or the squarability criterion (Sayre, 1952) 

+x C,cosZa+xD,sinZn does not hold good for nuclear density. Therefore, the direct 
methods based on these criteria are not strictly applicable to 

(2.4.4.36) smcture analysis using neutron data, although it has been 

where K,, 4, etc, are the constants appropriate for the sth demonstrated that these methods could be used 

source and N is the normalization constant. m favourable sitmations in neutron crystallography (SiWra, 
1969). The anomalous-scattering method is, however, in prin- 

2.4.4.8. Fourier representation of anomalour scafterers ciple more powerful in the neutron case than in the X-ray 
case for ob initio stmcture determination. 

It is often useful to have a Fourier representation of only ne rmal  neutrons are scattered anomalously at 
the anomalous scatterers in a protein. The imaginary =om- wavelengths by several nuclei. In a manner analogous to 
ponent of the electron-density distribution obviously provides (2.4.;.1), t& neutron scaftering length of these nuclei be 
such a representation. When thestructureis knownand F F  written as 
and FN(-) have been experimentally determined, Chacko & 
Srinb~asan (1970) have shown that this representation is 
obtained in a Fourier synthesis with i[F,(+)f Fs(-)]/2 as 
coeEcients, where F$(-), whose magnitude is FN(-), is the 
complex conjugate of F,(+). They also indicated a method 
for calculating the phase angles of FN(+) and F&(-). It has 
been shown (Hendrickson & Sheriff, 1987) that the Bijvoet- 
difference Fourier synthesis proposed earlier by Kraut (1968) 
is an approximation of the"me imaginary component of the 
eleman density. The imaginary synthesis can he usef~l  in 
identifying minor anomalous-scattering centres when the 
majar centres are known and also in providing anindependent 
check on the locations of anornalour scatterers and in d i sh -  
guishing between anomalous scatterers with nearly equal 
atomic numbers (SheriE & Hendrickson, 1987; Kitagawa, 
Tanaka, Hata, Katsuhe & Sataw, 1987). 

The coireaion terms b'and b" are strongly wavelength depen- 
dent. In favourable cases, V/b0 and b"/b, can be of the order 
of 10 whereas they are small fractions in X-ray a n d m a l a  
scattering. In view of this pronounced anomalous effect in 
neutron scattering, Ramaseshan (1966) suggested that it could 
he used for sm-re solution. Subsequently, S i g h  & Rema- 
seshan (1968) proposed a two-wavelength method for unique 
srruchre analysis using neutron di&action. The first p a t  of 
the method is the determination of the positions of the 
anomalous scatteren from the estimated values of Fb. The 
method employed for estimating FQ is analogous to that using 
(2.4.49) except that data collected at m appropriate 
wavelengths are used instead of those from two isomorphous 
crystals. The second stage of the two-wavelength method 
involves phase evaluation. Referring to Fig. 2.4.3.2 and in a 
manner analogous to (2.4.3.5), we have 

2.4.5. Aoomalous seaderiog of neutrons and syaehmtroo 
sin +, = 

F%I(+) -F%,(-) 
radiation. The raultiwavelength method (2.4.5.2) ~FNIF& ' 

The multiwavele~gth anomalous-scattering method (Rams- where = n,-aQ and 1 refers to data at seshan, 1982) relies on the variation af dispersion correction wavelength Slngh and Rnmaseshan showed that cos #, 
terms as a function Of the wavelcn@h used. The Of can also be determined when data are available at wavelength the method therefore depends upon the size of the correction hl and we may terms and the availability of incident beams of comparable 
intensities at different appropriate wavelmgths. Thus, e"= [F%(+)+F%(-1112 (2.4.5.3) 
although this method was used as early as 1957 (Ramaseshan, and we have fIom (2.4.3.3), (2.4.3.4), and (2.4.5.3) Venkatesan & Mani, 1957) as an aid to structure solution 
employing charactiristic X-rays, it is, as outlined below, F, = ( ~ 2  ", _ ~ " 7  u )  112 . (2.4.5.4) 
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2. RECIPROCAL SPACE IN CRYSTALSTRUCTURE DETERMINATION 

The% tional X-ray sources, synchrotron radiation has a smooth 

~ Z , , - ~ ~ - { ( b : + b : ~ ) ( b : + b : " ) ~ ~ ~  F ~ ,  spectrum and the wavelength to be used can be finely selected. 
cos #, = +-, Accurate measurements have shown that values in the neigh- 

Z(btrbJF,,x FNI bourhood of 30 electrons could be obtained in favourable 
(2.4.5.5) cases for f' and f" (Ternoleton. Temnletnn Phillins Pz 

where x is the mapnitude of the temne~atllre-cnn~rt~d " ~ ~ - - - .  ~ - c ~  --.-..........- 
geometrical part of FQ. $, and hence a,, can be calculated 
using (2.4.5.2) and (2.4.5.5). a,, can also be obtained in a 
similar nianner 

During the decade that followed Ramaseshads suggestion, 
neutron anomalous scauedng was used to solve half a dozen 
crystal structures, employing the multiple-wavelength 
methods as well as the methods develooed for srmchlre deter- 

~ ~ ~ ~~~~ 

mindtian wing X-my anomalous ccatrsdne IKouvle& Hamil. 
tm,  1975: Sikka & Rajdgupl, 1975: I'luok, Frecm:tn & Siud- 
der, 1077) I t  ha- also bccn demon.tr~ted that mc~<urable 
Bijvaet differences couldbe obtained, in favourable situations, 
in neutron &*action patterns from protein crystals (Schoen- 
born, 1975). However, despite the eady promise held out by 
neutron anomalous scattering, the method has not been as 
successful as might have been hoped. In addition to the need 
for large crystals, the main problem with using this method 
appears to bethe time and expense involved in data collection 
(Koetde &Hamilton, 1975). 

2.4.5.2. Anornolous scattering of synchmnon radiation 

~ ~~-~ r -  -- 
Hodgson, i980; ~empleion, Templeton & Phizackerley, 1980; 
Templeton, Templeton, Phizackcdey & Hodgson, 1982). 
Schemes for the optimization of the wavelengths to be used 
have also been suggested (Narayan & Ramaseshan, 1981). 
Interestingiy, the anomalous differences obtainable using syn- 
chrotronradiationare comparableinmagnitudetotheisomor- 
phous differences normally encountered in protein crystal- 
lography. Thus, theuse of anomalous scattering at several 
wavelengths would obviously eliminate the need for employ- 
ing many heavy-atom derivative. The application of 
anomalous scattering of synchrotron radiation for 
macramolecular structure analysis is still in its infancy. 
However, the results obtained so far in this area have been 
encouraging (Helliwell. 1985). Intensitv measurements from - - 

m.:crnmolecular X-ray ditfractiun prtrerns u,ing synchrotron 
radiation h a w  so 13r primarily rclied upon oicillatic>n 
photography (Arndt & Wondcort. 19171 'lhi., rncthod is twt 
panicularl) suirahlr. for acrurat:ly evalusting :~nomalc,uc 
ditferencc\ Mu;h ltipher ltvelr of accurac) arc srpccted to 

he orhic\r.cl with rhc u,e of arm dctu~tan ..ZrnJt, luhbl. 
Anomalous scattering, in combination with area detecton, is  
expected to develop into a major tool in macromolecular 
ctystallography. 
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